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TODAY'S GOAL:
IDENTIFY YOUR CHALLENGES

My goals with this report is simple:

1) Show you the seven reasons good people (with great plans) still fail.

And...

2) Identify the reasons holding you back.

Imagine if everything in your life matched what you really wanted....

What would be different?

- Would you have more time?
- Be in better health, in better shape?
- Be more organized?
- Be less busy and stressed?
- Be more energetic and excited about life?
- Travel more?
- Enjoy your days more?
- Spend more time with friends, family or others you care about?

If you're not there yet, then today's report is for you.
Before we dive in, let me give you a quick word of advice and a request.

What do you think I'm doing right now as I'm writing this report?

Do you think I'm texting people? Perhaps playing some games on my phone? Just trying to hurry up and finish this on the side?

NO WAY - I'm committing this time to you.

I'm 100% immersed in writing this report.

I'm giving you my full attention.

So, do you really want to get results in your life?

If you do - this report needs your full attention.

My advice is don't skim this. But don't do it for me - it doesn't change my life whether you read it or not. This is about you.

This is your life, and I want you to succeed.

This will only take about 5 or 10 minutes to read – but you need to be fully here with me.

Ready? Let's go

- Sid
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**THE 7 REASONS GOOD PEOPLE (WITH GREAT PLANS) STILL FAIL**

**REASON #1**

**THEY DON'T HAVE A PLAN (OR DON'T KNOW WHAT THEY WANT)**

---

**Question:** What do most people do when they try to change their lives?

**Answer:** They make New Year's Resolutions.

**Question:** And what percentage of people fail at their New Year's Resolutions?

**Answer:** 92%. Yes, 92% fail. That's terrible.

The number one reason? They may think they have a plan, **but they really don't.**

"Get in shape" is not a plan.

It's a wish. It's a desire. But there is nothing to act on.

You've got to get beyond just wanting something, - and have a **path to actually get there.**

If you have no plan and no direction, how can you expect to get anywhere?

Most people can't succeed with such a severe handicap ....

And frankly, **most people don't.**

-----
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REASON #2

LOW PRODUCTIVITY
(OR ZERO PRODUCTIVITY)

One big difference between people who fail and those who succeed is simple:

Successful people **take action and execute at a high level of productivity.**

People who fail - **don't.**

And yes, they **procrastinate.**

They spend time on low value activities, and **don't spend time on what really matters in their life.**

**But it's not their fault.** It's because nobody ever taught them **how to be productive.**

Let me ask you to think back to your schooling – did anyone ever teach you **how to be productive?**

My guess is, no.

Don't worry – I'll teach you how I'm able to execute at a high level day in and day out.

You're going to get more done than ever before.

*****
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REASON #3

BEING INDECISIVE
(AND PUTTING OFF DECISIONS)

“Indecision is often worse than wrong action.”
– Henry Ford

You don't need me to tell you what being indecisive is ....

But what you do need to know is most people will rationalize away indecision and pretend it doesn't happen to them.

Oftentimes you may not even think you are being indecisive.

You'll think you're being thorough, that you are researching, that you are keeping your options open.

There is a fine line however between taking the time to make the right decision – and spending so long in indecision that the opportunity passes you by.

****
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REASON #4

Lack of Energy

This is a huge one – and it's getting worse.

Now that we're surrounded by technology and communication, we're "on" all the time – and we can't get a break.

If you're sleep deprived, emotionally stressed out, and lack energy you will feel it in every area of your life - and frankly, you will never perform at the level you are capable of.

It's not just physical energy – it's also emotional and mental energy.

The bottom line is this – you can't be productive unless you've got energy to dedicate to do the things you need to do.

And once I show you how to get to and maintain a high level of energy – you'll be stunned that you ever got by without it.

*****
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Think about how many things you regret never doing in your life - or projects you've started that are never finished.

If you lack motivation and follow through, you'll end up with half finished projects that lead to a lifetime of regret.

You need to have both motivation and follow through in order to be successful.

1) You need to be motivated to start and take on projects that matter to you.

AND

2) You need to you follow through and finish what you started.

****
I believe you can do anything.

Yes, you have the capacity to accomplish anything you desire in your life.

**BUT** you can’t do everything right now.

Setting and sticking to priorities is how you must manage your life so you can really get the most important things done right now.

I know some people find this difficult – because "everything" is a high priority for them.

**But here's the harsh truth:**

If "everything" is a high priority – then what that really means is nothing is a high priority.

You've got to learn how to prioritize properly so your life doesn't pass you by – and it's one of the key lessons I teach in *The Action Solution*.

****
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REASON #7

Trying To Do Everything Yourself

70% of people are busy or very busy.

90% of people wish they had more time to spend with friends and family – people they care about.

The hours in a day are not increasing – but the amount you have to do every day is.

I experienced this in my own life.

And I learned, you just cannot do everything by yourself. You can do less - or you can get help.

So I started to outsource – which is a fancy word for saying I hired some help, and it cost much less than I thought it would. It's like buying time.

I'll tell you more about that in the days ahead.

*****

P.S. This isn't the end of the report. Turn to the next page for a bonus reason....

In fact, it's the only reason people really fail. The seven so far are only temporary – but the one on the next page you must deal to succeed.
Nobody is perfect. I get that.

You are going to make mistakes in your life - and that's ok. The real question is this:

**When you have the opportunity to change your life, will you:**

1) Grab that opportunity to change it?

**Or ....**

2) Keep on making the same mistakes?

The truth is, **not changing** is the **only** reason people actually fail.

You can make all seven of the other mistakes in this report and you'll be fine.

**But you've got to be ready to change if want any hope of overcoming them.**

Let's start today. You've read the report – now, email me with which reason **you** want to overcome.

**Don't delay – email me right now.**

Take care,

Sid
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P.S. Read the previous page and email me